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Partner 
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Session breakouts:   
 
1)  Not-for-profit (NFP) involvement & NFP controlled GP entities (Tim Favaro) 
 

I. Background 
II. Application for Recognition of Exemption – IRS April, 2006 and July, 2007 Memoranda 
III. IRC 168(h)(6) Election – What is it and why is it needed? 
IV. Combining Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits with Federal Rehabilitation (AKA 

Historic) Credits. 
V. Miscellaneous Tax Exempt Issues (time permitting). 

 
 
2)  Tax Credit Issues (Level 200) (Jim DeBellis) 
 Navigating through the various rules and issues regarding first year credit calculations for 

acquisition/rehab projects 

 Discussion of acquisition credit issues including the 10 year hold rule and related party 
ownership rules.. 

 Effect of federal grants and below market interest federal loans. 
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3)  Partnership Tax Issues (Ray Reichert) 

 General discussion of tax allocations, including substantial economic effect test, capital 
accounts, deficit restoration obligations, minimum gain, and qualified income offsets. 

 Special allocation issues, including special allocations of LIHTC and losses. 

 Treatment of debt, including recourse and nonrecourse debt, after acquired debt, and 
excess debt. 

 
 
  
4a)  Facilitate Q&A (Tim Flaherty) 
 
4b)  If time permits: Talk about attorney/ accountant coordination and communication 
 Attorneys are on the front end of the deal 
 Accountants are on the tail end 
  Cost cert 
  1st year LIHC and tax return 
 168(h) election 
 LP interest assignment after deal closes 
 Development fee earned (especially for 10% carryover allocation cert) 
  Amount at closing 
  Documenting amount earned 
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Other LIHC Areas and Q&A Portion 
Advanced LIHC Breakout Session 

Upstate Conference – Buffalo 
September 23, 2008 

 
Tim Flaherty, moderator for the Advanced LIHC Breakout Session 
 
Covered by the presenters: 
 Not-for-profit involvement 
 IRS memorandums providing safe harbor provisions for 501©(3) exemptions 
 Combining LIHC with certified historic rehabilitation credit 
 IRC Sec 168(H)(6) elections and provisions 
 First year LIHC calculations 
 10 year hold rule 
 Related party rules 
 Grants and below market interest rate federal sourced loans 
 Partnership tax allocations including: 
  Substantial economic effect 
  Minimum gain 
  Special allocations 
  Treatment of debt 
 
Other Areas not covered today: 
 Coordination of the team, especially the attorneys and the accountants: 
  Attorneys typically at the front end/deal creation 
  Accountants usually at the tail end (cost certs, LIHC calcs) 
 LP interest assignment (and other changes) after the closing 
 10% test for Carryover Allocation: 
  What it is 

Reasonably expected basis (denominator) 
Eligible costs incurred (numerator) 
Development fee recognition 
Purchase notes 

 Scattered sites 
 LIHC eligible basis 
 Coordination with SLIHC 
 Coordination with NYS Brownfield Credits 
 Property management including tenant income and rent compliance 
 Tax exempt bond rules 
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Selected Tax Credit Issues 
 

Presented by Jim DeBellis 
Salmin Celona Wehrle & Flaherty, LLP 

 
 

Acquisition Credit Issues  
 
 
To qualify for acquisition credits an existing building must first meet the following four 
requirements: 
 

1.) The building must be acquired by purchase as defined in IRS Code Sec 179(d)(2). 
2.) Ten years must have passed before the building was last placed in service.  There 

previously was a provision that ten years also have had to pass since the last nonqualified 
substantial improvements of the building, but this provision was eliminated by the 
Housing Assistance Tax Act of 2008 (hereafter referred to as HATA2008). 

3.) The building must not have been previously placed in service by the purchaser or a 
related party with respect to the purchaser. 

4.) Substantial rehabilitation costs are incurred. 
 
Prior to the HATA2008,a person is considered related to the purchaser if the relationship 
between such person and the purchaser is one contained in Code Sec 267(b) or 707(b)(1) and by 
substituting 10% for 50%.  For example, in determining whether a person and/or partnership is 
related to a partnership, a 10% ownership in either the capital or profits interest of two separate 
partnerships by the same partner would cause the two partnerships to be related.  For example, 
assume Partner P owned more than a 10 interest in Partnership A.  New Partnership B is formed 
to purchase the building of Partnership A with the objective of rehabilitating it to obtain Low 
Income Housing Tax credits.  Partner P’s ownership interest in the capital or profits in New 
Partnership B can not exceed 10%. 
 
HATA2008 amended this provision by changing the ownership percentage used to determine the 
related party test to 50%.   
 
Prior to the HATA2008, the 10-year requirement noted in item “2” above could be waived by the 
IRS for certain federally assisted distressed projects.  Generally a waiver could be granted if 
Federal mortgage funds were at risk for a specific project, for certain mortgage prepayment 
properties and for certain properties owned by certain defaulting institutions.  To obtain the 
waiver required a private letter ruling from the IRS which could be both time consuming and 
costly.  HATA2008 now provides for an automatic waiver of the 10-year hold requirement for 
any federally or state assisted building.  For purposes of this exception, a federally assisted 
building is any building which is substantially assisted, financed, or operated under Section 8 of 
the United States Housing Act of 1937, Section 221(d)(3), 221 (d)(4), or 236 of the National 
Housing Act, Section 515 of the Housing Act of 1949, or any other housing program 
administered by the Department of Housing and Urban Development or by Rural Housing 
Service of the Department of Agriculture.  A state-assisted building is any building which is 
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substantially assisted, finance or operated under any state law with purposes similar to those of 
the federal laws referred to in the definition of federally assisted building. 
 
The existing exception to the 10-year holding period requirement for buildings acquired from an 
insured depository institution in default is retained. 
 
 
Acquisition/Rehab First Year Credit Issues 
 
 
Computation of the low income housing tax credit is based on the “Applicable Fraction” using 
the lower of the unit fraction of the floor space fraction.  The unit fraction is computed where the 
numerator is the number of units containing qualified low income tenants and the denominator is 
the number of total units in the building.  The floor space fraction is computed where the 
numerator is the total floor space of units containing qualified low income tenants and the 
denominator is the total floor space of all units in the building.  To qualify as a low income unit, 
the unit must both be rent restricted and occupied by a tenant who satisfies the income 
limitations under the elected set aside test. 
 
Computation of the applicable percentage for the first year of a credit period must be prorated on 
a monthly basis.  A unit is considered to contain a qualified low income tenant if the unit is 
occupied on the last day of the month.  Only units in service for a full month during the first 
credit year qualify for use in the numerator. 
 
Only one applicable fraction need be computed for both the acquisition credit and the rehab 
credit.  If the rehab is completed in the same year of the building acquisition, the applicable 
percentage will start with the first full month the building was in service.  If the rehab is placed 
in service in the year following the acquisition, the applicable fraction will start with January 1 
of the year the rehab is placed in service.  In this scenario, no credits will be allowed in the year 
of acquisition. 
 
Tenants must go through an income certification process to qualify a unit as a low income unit in 
order for that unit to be eligible for tax credits.  For an acquisition/rehab project, if existing 
tenants are certified within 120 days of the acquisition date, the effective date of the certification 
is the acquisition date.  Income limits as in effect on the acquisition date are used in the 
certification process.  This allows for a greater applicable fraction as months prior to the actual 
certification date can be used in the numerator.  Note that “verification” of tenant income can 
begin up to 120 days “prior” to the acquisition date.  However, the certification must be dated 
after the acquisition date. 
 
Existing tenants certified after the 120 day window are treated as new move ins and thus would 
lose the possible additional four months of qualified occupancy in the applicable fraction 
computation had they been certified within the 120 day period from the date of acquisition. 
 
Per the final Form 8823 Guide, the following units are considered low-income units in the first 
credit year for purposes of computing the applicable fraction: 
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1.) Units initially occupied and certified after the beginning of the credit period regardless of 

whether rehab costs have been incurred for the unit. 
2.) Units occupied by income qualified households that moved from other units within the 

project 
3.) Vacant units that were suitable for occupancy and previously occupied by income-

qualified households.4. 
4.) Units occupied and certified before the beginning of the credit period but are now over 

the income limits at the beginning of the credit period and the household was “tested” for 
the Available Unit Rule. (Rev Proc 2003-82)  This “test” consist of confirming with the 
household that sources and amounts of anticipated income included on the tenant income 
certification are still current.  If additional sources or amounts of income are identified 
the tenant income certification will be updated.  It is not be necessary to obtain third party 
verifications for purposes of this rule. 

 
Per the final Form 8823 Guide, the following units are not considered low-income units in the 
first credit year for purposes of computing the applicable fraction: 
 

1.) The unit is occupied by a nonqualified household; 
2.) The unit is vacant and was last occupied by a nonqualified household; 
3.) The unit is not suitable for occupancy.  These units, including units being rehabilitated, 

are considered “out of compliance”.  The noncompliance is corrected when the unit is 
again suitable for occupancy.  The unit’s character will be determined based on the 
household that occupied the unit immediately preceding the rehabilitation during the first 
year of the current period. 

 
SEE EXAMPLE IN POWERPOINT PRESENTATION! 
 
 
Effect of Federal Grants and Below Market Interest Federal Loans. 
 
Grants – Under prior law, eligible basis is reduced by certain federal grants.  Specifically, if 
during any tax year of a building’s compliance period, a grant that is funded with federal funds is 
made with respect to a building or its “operations”, the eligible basis of the building for that tax 
year and all succeeding tax years is reduced by the portion of the grant that is federally funded. 
 
Example of grants that may not be included in eligible basis include Community Development 
Block Grants, Urban Development Action Grants, Rental Rehabilitation Grants, Historic Tax 
Credits and Housing Development Grants. 
 
The HATA2008 clarifies that only cost of buildings financed with the proceeds of a federally 
funded grant reduces eligible basis.  Rental Assistance payments and IRP payments do not 
constitute federal grants for purposes of the basis reduction rules.  Also it appears that any other 
types of federal grants used for “operations” such as to “train staff” would no longer result in 
basis reduction. 
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Below Market Interest Federal Loans – Under prior law, a new building that received a federal 
subsidy was not eligible for the 9% credit.  A federal subsidy is any tax exempt bond financing 
or a direct or indirect federal loan if the interest rate is below the applicable federal rate “AFR”.  
Taxpayers could avoid the federal subsidy taint and claim the 9% credit if they elected to exclude 
the federal subsidy from eligible basis.   
 
Under the HATA2008, below market federal loans are no longer treated as a federal subsidy for 
purposes of determining whether a new building or substantial rehabilitations to an existing 
building are eligible for the 9% low-income housing credit rate.  Accordingly, a new building or 
substantial rehabilitations to an existing building are considered federally subsidized only if 
financed by tax-exempt bonds. 
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SELECTED PARTNERSHIP TAX ISSUES 
 

5TH ANNUAL UPSTATE NEW YORK AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
CONFERENCE 

 
 
I. Partnership allocations – in general. 

In general, partners are permitted to allocate income and loss in accordance with 
their economic arrangement.  Since different partners may bring different assets 
(e.g. services, intangible property rights, a trade or business that is in need of a 
cash infusion, and of course cash) to the table, the partners are afforded flexibility 
in determining how the partnership’s income and losses should be allocated.  
Flexibility creates an opportunity for abuse.  That is, partners may allocate 
partnership items in a manner that reduces the partners’ aggregate tax liabilities 
without significantly impacting their before tax cash flow from the partnership. 

 How could partners use their allocations to obtain a tax benefit? 

 character (capital vs. ordinary – for example, between a corporate 
and individual partner) 

 source (foreign vs. U.S. source – for example, between a U.S. 
partner and a foreign partner) 

 tax exempt vs. taxable 

 timing – for example, losses to taxpayer with expiring NOLs or 
capital loss carryforwards 

 built-in gain or loss 

 liabilities – to enable partners to deduct losses 

 other? 

A system is therefore needed to restrict taxpayers’ ability to use partnership 
allocations for tax avoidance purposes. 

 The problem – Orrisch vs. Commissioner (Tax Court 1970, 9th Circuit 
1973) 

Facts – Orrisch and Crisafis formed a partnership to purchase and rent 
apartment complexes in 1963.  They allocated losses equally in 1963 
through 1965.  Orrisch was able to use the losses to offset other income, 
but Crisafis was not.  The partners therefore agreed to allocate all 
depreciation to Orrisch for 1966 and future years, and to allocate gain to 
Orrisch to the extent of specially allocated depreciation.  Critically, 
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however, the special allocation of depreciation did not affect the partners’ 
sharing of cash flow upon a sale of the buildings.  Since each partner was 
entitled to 50% of any cash flow from the sale of the building, the special 
allocation of depreciation and related gain to the Orrisch's did not effect 
the dollar amount of the partners shares of partnership income independent 
of tax consequences (i.e., apart from the tax benefit to Orrisch, both 
partners were entitled to the same cash flow from the partnership). 

Note that if there was enough gain on the sale of the building to 
chargeback gain to Orrisch to the extent of the disproportionate 
depreciation allocation, the amount of net income allocated to each partner 
would have been equal to each partners’ cash flow.  Thus, it was possible 
that the allocations could work and it was too soon to tell that they did not.  
Why then did the court determine that the allocations were invalid?  
Because if the sale proceeds were insufficient to chargeback the entire 
gain, each party would still receive the same amount of cash.  Thus, the 
allocations must have been made for tax avoidance purposes only. 

The Tax Court therefore concluded that depreciation expense was required 
to be allocated equally to each partner. 

II. The 704(b) regulations. 

With so much opportunity for tax scheming, how could a system be devised to 
ensure allocations have true economic substance? 

The regulations in effect at the time Orrisch was decided were brief, stating 
essentially that an allocation has substantial economic effect if the allocation may 
actually affect the dollar amount of the partners’ share of partnership income or 
loss independent of tax consequences. 

The 704(b) regulations were greatly expanded (about 1987) to add definition to 
the concept of substantial economic effect in order to give both the Service and 
taxpayers certainty that allocations will be respected if the regulatory provisions 
are followed.  Thus, the allocations are generally considered a safe harbor. 

Substantial economic effect is a two part test.  The allocations must have: 

(i) economic effect, and 

(ii) the economic effect must be substantial. 

This is an annual test.  Thus, allocations may have substantial economic effect in 
one year but not another. 

Economic effect, in general, means that the allocations follow the cash.  
Substantiality, in general, means that the allocations reflect the partners’ business 
arrangement and are not purely for tax purposes.  Substantiality is also 
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synonymous with economic benefit, in the case of profits, and economic risk, in 
the case of losses.   

If the allocations in the agreement do not have substantial economic effect, the 
allocations must be allocated based on the partners’ real interests in the 
partnership (or, in other words, based on allocations that do have substantial 
economic effect) 

III. Economic effect. 

This is an objective test. 

 The primary test – The big three 

 Capital account maintenance rules 

 Liquidation based on positive capital accounts 

 Deficit restoration obligations 

These provisions ensure that the economic benefit or burden (e.g., cash) of an 
allocation is consistent with its tax consequences.  In other words, if a partner 
receives an allocation of income, such partner will ultimately receive such 
income.  The same should be true for an allocation of loss or deduction. 

 Capital account maintenance rules. 

Maintenance of capital accounts is critical because the capital account represents 
the partners equity, and therefore rights to liquidation proceeds (similar to a share 
of stock in a corporation) in the partnership.  There must therefore be symmetry 
between a partner’s rights to cash flow and the income or loss allocated to the 
partner. 

Capital is increased by: 

 money contributed by the partner 

 the FMV of property contributed (net of liabilities assumed by the 
partnership) 

 allocations of partnership income and gain (including tax exempt 
income) 

Capital is decreased by: 

(i) money distributed to the partner 

(ii) the FMV of property distributed (net of liabilities assumed by the 
partner) 
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(iii) allocations of partnership loss and deductions (including 
nondeductible expenditures) 

The value at which property is recorded on the books of the partnership under the 
above rules is referred to as it “book value”.  This is in reference to the rules of 
Section 704(b), and not the amount at which the property is recorded on the 
company’s books and records or in the company’s financial statements under 
GAAP.  Once the property is recorded at its book value, the book value is 
generally not adjusted except for depreciation or amortization expense.  Thus, 
increases or decreases in the FMV of the property, however real they may be, are 
not generally reflected in the book value of the property or the partners’ capital 
account.  The property is therefore carried on its books at its “historical” book 
value. 

The regulations further provide, for all purposes of evaluating the allocations 
under the safe harbor, that the value of the partnership’s property is equal to its 
book value.  This is referred to as the “value equals basis” rule. 

The partners can, however, it they so elect, restate their capital accounts (and the 
book value of property) to reflect the current FMV of the partnership’s property 
upon certain events (where an arm’s length determination of the current value of 
the partnership’s property can be determined; e.g., the receipt or redemption of an 
interest in the partnership).  This is referred to as a “book up” provision.  This is 
optional but must be in the partnership agreement to be followed. 

IV. Liabilities – the basics. 

 Partnership liabilities are treated as liabilities of the partners for purposes 
of computing the basis of the partners’ interests in the partnership.  
Partnership liabilities are allocated among the partners based on the 
guidance provided in Section 752. 

 Under Section 752(a), an increase in a partner’s share of partnership 
liabilities is treated as a cash contribution, increasing the partner’s outside 
basis.  Under Section 752(b), a decrease in a partner’s share of partnership 
liabilities is treated as a cash distribution, reducing the partner’s outside 
basis.   

 This treatment is consistent with Crane v. Commissioner, 331 U.S. 1, 67 
S. Ct. 1047 (1947).  Under Crane, taxpayers include the amount of debt 
assumed in the basis of property acquired, even if the debt is nonrecourse.  
The assumption is that liabilities will be repaid.  On the flip side, the relief 
of liabilities is included in sale proceeds.  This general treatment is 
extended to the treatment of partnership liabilities.  Thus, partnership 
liabilities allocated to a partner are included in the basis of the partner’s 
interest, based on assumption that, under the aggregate theory, the 
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assumption of liabilities by the partnership is essentially an assumption by 
the partners. 

 Recourse – any partner is personally liable.   

 Recourse liabilities are allocated based on how the partners share 
losses, or more technically, based on each partners’ share of the 
economic risk of loss for a partnership liability.  A partner bears 
the economic risk of loss to the extent a partner would be required 
to satisfy a liability if the assets of the partnership were insufficient 
to do so. 

 This analysis is based on all contractual agreements (e.g., 
guarantees, the partnership agreement, etc…), as well as state law 
provisions (e.g., limited partner or LLC member). 

 Nonrecourse – no partner is personally liable.   

 Nonrecourse liabilities are allocated, conceptually, based on how 
the partners share profits. 

V. Allocation of partnership liabilities – general. 

 Introduction 

All (no more, no less) of a partnership’s liabilities must be allocated 
among the partners.  Under Sections 752(a) and (b), the assumption by a 
partner of a partnership liability is treated as a cash contribution to the 
partnership, while the assumption by the partnership of a partner’s liability 
is treated as a distribution of cash to that partner.  As a partner’s allocable 
share of partnership liabilities changes, the partner is likewise treated as 
contributing cash or receiving cash from the partnership.  The basis of 
each partner’s interest in the partnership is continually being adjusted for 
changes in its share of partnership liabilities.  

 Importance of allocating liabilities among the partners 

 Basis for deducting losses. 

 Avoiding gain on the contribution of liabilities to a 
partnership. 

 Ability to receive cash distributions without recognition of 
gain under 731. 

 Coordination with loss allocation under 704(b) and 704(c) 
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 Economic risk of loss analysis under 704(b) relied on in 
allocating recourse liabilities.  That is, the provisions of the 
partnership agreement affecting the partners’ capital (i.e., 
contributions, distributions, and allocations of income or 
loss) are the basis for determining which partners are 
obligated to fund partnership debts if the assets of the 
partnership are not sufficient to do so. 

 704(c) gain allocation principles are followed in allocating 
nonrecourse debt secured by property contributed to a 
partnership. 

 Definition of liabilities 

 Excludes cash basis payables 

 Excludes contingent liabilities devoid of economic reality 
(1.752-2(b)(4)). 

 Excludes items that would give rise to a deduction if paid 
(e.g., cash basis liabilities). 

 Two systems – one for recourse debt and one for nonrecourse debt 

VI. Recourse liabilities. 

 Recourse liabilities are allocated to a partner to the extent the partner, or a 
person related to that partner, bears the economic risk of loss for the 
liability. 

 A partner bears the risk of loss for a recourse debt to the extent the partner 
would have to satisfy the liability if all of the partnership assets became 
worthless and all of its debt became due and payable. 

 In order to perform this analysis, the regulations assume a constructive 
liquidation under a worst case scenario: 

 All of partnership’s liabilities become due, 

 Any property pledged as security for a liability is transferred to the 
creditor,  

 The partnership disposes of its assets for no consideration (other 
than the relief of any nonrecourse debt), 

 The loss on the deemed sale (or gain in the case of nonrecourse 
debt – this would always be a gain since the asset securing the debt 
is worthless) is allocated to the partners under the partnership 
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agreement taking into consideration the 704(b) safe harbors or PIP 
rules if the agreement lacks the safe harbors, 

 the partnership liquidates. 

 In general, a partner bears the risk of loss for a liability to the extent it 
would have to: 

 contribute funds to the partnership to satisfy creditors,  

 pay the creditor directly, 

 reimburse another partner who satisfied the liability but is entitled 
to reimbursement under state law or a contractual obligation,  

or 
 

 the partner makes a nonrecourse loan to a partnership since the 
partner bears the risk of loss as the lender. 

 All of the facts and circumstances must be considered in determining a 
partner’s payment obligation, including: 

 contractual obligations outside the partnership agreement such as 
guarantees, indemnities, etc., 

 obligations to contribute funds under the partnership agreement, 

 state law obligations (i.e., general partner’s obligation to satisfy the 
partnership’s recourse debts), 

 the obligation to transfer property pledged as security – a partner’s 
obligation is equal to the value of the property on the date pledged, 

 in the case of loans guaranteed by a limited partner, whether the 
limited is entitled to reimbursement from the general partner 
(rights of subrogation) 

 Other rules. 

 A partner is deemed to satisfy its obligations regardless of its net 
worth (1.752-2(b)(6)), 

 Obligations are ignored if they are subject to contingencies that 
make it unlikely that the partner will ever have to satisfy the 
obligation, 
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 If an obligation does not have to be satisfied within a reasonable 
period of time, only the present value of the obligation is taken into 
account. 

VII. Nonrecourse liabilities. 

Generally, nonrecourse liabilities are allocated based on the partners’ interest in 
profits. 

 Three tiers or traunches 

 Partnership minimum gain  

 This tier applies to minimum gains created by the 
partnership’s operations, 

 There is no minimum gain on the date property is 
contributed to a partnership since the book value of the 
property is its FMV and the partnership minimum gain is 
determined with reference to the property’s book value. 

 704(c) minimum gain 

 This is the gain recognized if the partnership disposed of 
contributed property for the amount of nonrecourse debt.  
The 704(c) minimum gain may be less than the pre-
contribution gain inherent in the property. 

 The 704(c) method elected by the partnership may affect 
the amount of nonrecourse debt allocated under this tier.  
See Rev Rule 95-41. 

 This same analysis applies to reverse 704(c) allocations 

 Excess (i.e., remaining) nonrecourse debts – may be allocated in 
any of several ways: 

 Share of partnership profits based on the facts and 
circumstances (i.e., partnership agreement provides no 
guidance).  This is a subjective analysis.  For this purposes, 
the 704(c) gain in excess of the 704(c) minimum gain 
allocated under tier 2 is a factor to be considered.  See Rev 
Rule 95-41 

 The partnership agreement may specify the partner’s profits 
interest for this purpose.  To be respected, the percentage 
specified must be consistent with the allocation of some 
significant item of the partnership that has substantial 
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economic effect.  Since 704(c) allocations do not have 
substantial economic effect, they cannot be used under this 
alternative. 

 In accordance with the manner in which tax deductions 
attributed to the nonrecourse debt will be allocated.  Thus, 
the allocations under 704(c) must be taken into 
consideration.  In the facts in Rev Rule 95-41, all of the 
nonrecourse debt is allocated to the noncontributing partner 
since the ceiling rule results in all depreciation deductions 
being allocated to this partner. 

 The excess nonrecourse debt may be allocated to the 
contributing partner to the extent the pre-contribution gain 
exceeds the 704(c) minimum gain.  

VIII. Allocations attributed to nonrecourse debt. 

Recall the general substantial economic effect requirements: 

i) In order for a loss allocation to have economic effect, the loss must be 
allocated to the partners who are bearing the risk of loss.  In the case of 
recourse debt, the partner who is obligated to contribute money to the 
partnership if the partnership is not able to satisfy a debt is therefore 
entitled to the losses created by the use of such debt.  With nonrecourse 
debt, no partner is liable for the debt, therefore, allocations of loss created 
by the debt cannot have economic effect.  The question therefore exists, 
how should such losses be allocated? 

ii) A partner cannot be allocated a loss if such loss would create a negative 
capital account beyond the partner’s restoration obligation.  Under the 
general economic effect rules, a partner is only obligated to restore a 
deficit to the extent the partner has to contribute money (or property) to 
the partnership (due to a DRO, state law, etc…).  Under the nonrecourse 
debt provisions, a partner is also deemed obligated to restore a deficit 
capital account if a partner is guaranteed to be allocated income in the 
future. 

 General. 

Nonrecourse is debt for which no partner, or person related to a partner is 
personally liable.  Since no partner is personally liable, allocations of 
deductions attributed to nonrecourse debt cannot have substantial 
economic effect as no member is bearing the risk of loss. 

 Crane v Commissioner, 331 U.S. 1, 67 S. Ct. 1047 (1947) – nonrecourse 
debt is included in cost basis of encumbered property.  Depreciation is 
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therefore allowed on the cost basis attributed to the nonrecourse debt 
financing.  This decision makes sense in light of Tufts. 

 Commissioner v. Tufts, 461 U.S. 300, 103 S. Ct. 1826 (1983) – relief of 
nonrecourse debt is treated as proceeds, regardless of the actual value of 
the asset.  This decision justifies the treatment in Crane, because any 
deduction attributed to the nonrecourse financing is guaranteed to result in 
gain on the disposition of the property. 

 Tufts and Crane form the foundation for the minimum gain provision 
fundamental to the nonrecourse deduction provisions under Section 
704(b). 

 Tufts/Crane example 

The AB partnership finances the purchase of a building entirely with the 
proceeds of a $100,000 nonrecourse loan.  Under Crane, the partnership is 
entitled to depreciation computed on the $100,000 purchase price.  The 
first year net loss of the partnership is $5,000, all of which is attributed to 
depreciation expense on the building.  Under Tufts, the partnership would 
recognize $5,000 of gain if it transferred the property to the lender in 
satisfaction of the loan.  The partnership is therefore guaranteed to have at 
least $5,000 of gain upon the disposition of the building – this is therefore 
referred to as the amount of “minimum gain”.  

Under the nonrecourse deduction provisions, the $5,000 increase in the 
amount of minimum gain during the year is the amount of “nonrecourse 
deductions” for the year.  The cumulative amount of nonrecourse 
deductions taken by the partnership is referred to as the “minimum gain 
chargeback”. 

Notice that the capital of A and B is negative by $5,000.  This is permitted 
because the capital is guaranteed to be increased to zero, at a minimum, 
due to the minimum gain chargeback provision.  Thus, the partners are 
deemed to be obligated to restore a deficit in their capital accounts to the 
extent of their share of the partnership’s minimum gain. 

IX. Definitions. 

Example 
Developer contributes $1,000 and Investor contributes $9,000 to a partnership 
which obtains a nonrecourse loan for $90,000 and purchases a commercial 
building for $100,000.  The terms of the debt are interest only for 10 years.  
Developer is obligated to restore a deficit.  Investor is not obligated, but the 
agreement meets the alternate test for economic effect.  The partnership allocates 
income and losses 90% to Investor and 10% to Developer until aggregate 
partnership income equals aggregate partnership losses (i.e., most likely losses in 
early years and income in later years) after which income and losses are allocated 
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50/50.  Assume that rental income equals rental expenses, and that the partnership 
incurs a loss of $5,000 per year attributed to depreciation of the building. 

 Partnership minimum gain – this is the amount of gain that a partnership 
would realize if it disposed of property subject to a nonrecourse liability 
for no consideration other than satisfaction of the debt.  In other words, the 
amount by which the nonrecourse debt exceeds the basis of the property 
securing the debt. 

Under our example, there will be no minimum gain for the first two years.  
At the end of year two, the amount of the nonrecourse debt and the basis 
of the building will both be $90,000.  There will be a $5,000 minimum 
gain at the end or year three, however, the amount by which the $90,000 
nonrecourse debt balance exceeds the $85,000 basis of the building. 

 Nonrecourse deductions – equal the increase in the amount of minimum 
gain during the year. 

 Increase in minimum gain during the year can result from: 

 Reduction of basis (due to depreciation) below amount of 
nonrecourse debt.  See example above where $5,000 
minimum gain results in year 3. 

 Additional nonrecourse borrowing where the proceeds are 
not distributed.  If the proceeds are not distributed, the 
borrowing is assumed to generate nonrecourse deductions 
even if the increase in minimum gain exceeds the cost 
recovery deductions on the secured property.  This 
effectively recharacterizes deductions funded from other 
sources to nonrecourse deductions (e.g., recourse debt).   

Does this make sense?  Whether right or wrong, 
nonrecourse deductions created by the borrowing will also 
be charged back as gain under the minimum gain 
chargeback provisions.   

 Distribution of nonrecourse liability proceeds allocable to an increase in 
minimum gain. 

Assume in our example, that on the first day of year 4 the partnership 
borrows $20,000 and distributes $18,000 to Investor and $2,000 to 
Developer.  This creates an increase in minimum gain equal to the 
amounts distributed to each partner. 

 The increase in minimum gain does not create nonrecourse 
deductions.   Why not?  Because capital would become negative in 
excess of the deemed obligation to restore it due to the minimum 
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gain chargeback.  That is, capital would be reduced by the 
distribution and any nonrecourse deductions created by the new 
loan, but the chargeback will only apply to the first $20,000.  [Note 
that there would not be any additional deductions created in the 
above example since all the debt is nonrecourse.  Consider a 
scenario where there is both recourse and nonrecourse debt.  In this 
case, the recourse deductions could misinterpreted as nonrecourse 
deductions.] 

 The additional minimum gain prevents the QIO from applying 
since each partner is treated as being obligated to restore a deficit 
to the extent of the additional minimum gain/minimum gain 
chargeback.  The QIO would otherwise apply to the extent the 
distribution creates a negative capital account (beyond the partners 
obligation to restore the deficit). 

 Partner’s share of partnership minimum gain – equals the sum of: 

 nonrecourse deductions allocated to the partner, plus 

 the partner’s share of nonrecourse liability proceeds allocable to an 
increase in minimum gain, less 

 the partner’s share of reductions in minimum gain (consider 
minimum gain chargeback, conversion of nonrecourse debt to 
recourse, contributions to capital used to reduce nonrecourse debt). 

 Minimum gain chargeback – gain triggered due to a partner’s reduction in 
its share of minimum gain. 

 Disposition of the property securing the nonrecourse debt 

Assume in our example that the partnership disposes of the 
property at the beginning of year 4 for the amount of the 
nonrecourse debt balance of $90,000 (whether due to a foreclosure 
or otherwise).  This results in gain of $5,000 ($90,000 proceeds vs. 
$85,000 basis).  The gain is allocated $500 to Developer and 
$4,500 to Investor, since these are the amounts of nonrecourse 
deductions allocated to each partner under the agreement. 

 Principal of a nonrecourse liability is reduced below the basis of 
the property securing the liability 

 The minimum gain chargeback is not triggered for a partner 
if the decrease in nonrecourse debt is attributed to 
contribution by such partner.  This makes sense since the 
partner’s capital is increased by the contribution.  The other 
partners, however, must be allocated gain equal to their 
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share of the minimum gain chargeback, however, since 
there capital is now negative beyond the amount of 
minimum gain to be generated upon the disposition of the 
property. 

 Nonrecourse debt converted to recourse 

 The minimum gain chargeback does not apply to a partner 
to the extent a partner bears the risk of loss for the recourse 
debt.  The minimum gain chargeback does apply, however, 
to the other partners. 

 Safe harbor test. 

 Throughout the life of the partnership, the agreement satisfies the 
Big Three or the Alternate Test for Economic Effect; 

 Nonrecourse deductions are allocated in a manner that is 
reasonably consistent with allocations (having substantial 
economic effect) of some other partnership item attributed to the 
property securing the nonrecourse debt. 

 The agreement contains a minimum gain chargeback provision 

 The agreement complies with the basis 704(b) requirements 

X. Ordering. 

 Nonrecourse deductions take precedence over recourse deductions. 

 Partnership nonrecourse deductions and partner nonrecourse deductions 
should not be competing for the same loss.  The allocation of basis based 
on debt priority should determine the amount of the partnership’s loss 
attributed to such deductions. 

XI. Allocation of LIHTC. 

Because the allocation of tax credits is not reflected in adjustments to partners' 
capital accounts, such allocations cannot have economic effect.  The regulations 
provide rules governing these allocations.  With respect to LIHTC, the rule 
provides that if a partnership expenditure that gives rise to a tax credit also gives 
rise to a valid allocation of partnership loss or deduction (or other downward 
capital account adjustment) then the allocation of the tax credit shall be made in 
the same proportion as such loss or deduction. 

Thus, it is important to apply correctly the substantial economic effect test since it 
will in effect govern how credits are allocated.  If losses or deductions are not 
allocable to the limited partner, for example, because the limited partner has 
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utilized all of its cash contribution through previous distributions or deductions, 
and further deductions are allocable to the general partner either because the 
general partner has made a substantial capital contribution or there is recourse 
debt, then the LIHTC allocation would be required to be made to the general 
partner. 

XII. Excess Debt and After Acquired Debt. 

Both the IRS and the courts have generally taken the position that nonrecourse 
debt in excess of the fair market value of the property to which it relates does not 
generate basis.  This would hold true for both basis for depreciation purposes and 
eligible basis for calculating the LIHTC.  It is not altogether clear whether the 
entire amount of an excess debt obligation would be ignored, or simply the 
amount in excess of fair market value. 

In any event, this rule is the reason for investors to examine the terms of most soft 
debt to get comfortable with its validity.  In circumstances where the debt might 
be viewed as excess, one approach has been to simply not include any of the debt 
in basis.  This, of course, has the potential of limiting the amount of LIHTC 
available, depending on the overall financing scheme. 

This issue is raised sometimes in a more stealth manner – after acquired debt.  For 
example, many times a project will obtain Federal Home Loan Bank AHP funds 
post-closing.  These funds typically are treated as a grant to the sponsor, with the 
sponsor either loaning or contributing the funds into the project partnership.  
Either way, the investor needs to analyze these funds.  If a loan, is there sufficient 
value in the project to justify treatment of such?  If a contribution, will that have 
an adverse impact on the ability of the investor to be allocated deductions 
attributable to nonrecourse debt? 
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